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October 1, 2014, NYC:  RUBE GOLDBERG MACHINE contest registration is now open for the 2014 
ERASE A CHALKBOARD challenge at rubegoldberg.com.

In April, we announced this year’s task to Shine A Shoe but in an unprecedented move, we have had to 
do a sudden about-face and change this year’s task of “SHINE A SHOE” to “ERASE A CHALKBOARD”. , 
Jennifer George -- RGI’s Legacy Director and Rube’s Granddaughter -- said simply, “We’d had complaints 
that some might find the task offensive and since it was brought to our attention in the beginning of the 
school year, we were able to wipe the slate clean, pun intended, and announce a new task, one with a simi-
larly kinetic movement at its core.  ERASE A CHALKBOARD was perfect!”

Dating back over 60 years, the contest’s namesake is the late American Pulitzer Prize-winning cartoon-
ist, humorist and inventor, Reuben Lucius Goldberg -- who specialized in drawing whimsical complex 
machines with every-day objects that performed a seemingly simple task. 

RUBE GOLDBERG MACHINE CONTESTS engage thousands of students from around the world in 
STEM and STEAM friendly competitions.   The contests connect student builders from all disciplines, 
Engineering to Theater, Physics to Art, and Chemistry to Computer Science -- in a creative, competitive 
and fun atmosphere inspired by Rube Goldberg’s screwball inventions.

The teams and their machines are judged on a range of criteria from absurd complexity, reliability, team 
chemistry, creativity, humor and story-telling -- along with the successful achievement of the task at hand. 

In May of this year, the Purdue University team was invited to show off their first-place winning College-
level “ZIP A ZIPPER” machine on Jimmy Kimmel.   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uF3nV0r87v8

We encourage teachers and students to get involved in this years 2015 RGM Contests and utilize skills 
that will help students become the problem-solvers of tomorrow.

NOTE: The RUBE GOLDBERG MACHINE CONTEST task is the same for all levels of competition (In-
ternational Online Middle School, High School, and College). 

For more information please visit rubegoldberg.com
    


